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In a trade, say that of a mill-wright, die man alone can work at... his wages
must be sufficient to keep himself, his wife and a couple of children, and it is
so.... Trace this through all the trades of the metropolis, and you will find
it holds good.... If a man, in the ordinary run of his trade, has a wife and
two children, who can, and by the custom of the trade do, work with him,
they will altogether earn no more than he alone would earn if only men were
employed. This is the case with these debased Spitalfields weavers... and...
the earnings of a single man is far below that of a single man in other trades.124
The Spitalfields weavers, even in their turbulent days, were regarded
as objects of compassion, but the journeymen shoe-makers seem to
have been considered as black sheep among London artisans, a very
different point of view from the popular one of the seventeenth century
towards the 'gentle craft*. Here again the gradations of the trade were
many, and it was also subdivided into men's shoe-makers and women's
shoe-makers, and these again were subdivided; the making of the
peculiar type of shoe worn by the London chairmen was a separate
business,125 so was that of the 'child's pump-maker'. It is interesting to
find that by 1738 there was at least one master who worked 'only for
such persons as have distorted feet*, and that he was employed by all
the hospitals.
By 1738 (and probably long before) the methods of the London trade
were substantially the same as they still remain in an old-fashioned
* bespoke* business: indeed the distinction between 'bespoke' and
ready-made or 'sale-shoes' already existed. The customer was mea-
sured, the clicker cut out the upper leathers, which were given to the
closer to be closed, and then to the 'maker' for the sole and heel to be
put on.126 Last-making was a separate business, and a poor one, the
last-maker also making wooden heels. In this way the London shop-
keeper carried on his business, also selling ready-made shoes, but there
was another class of shoe-maker, working alone or with an apprentice,
in a garret, cellar or stall, using pieces of leather cut out for him by the
currier or the leather-cutter. IThere was thus a division in the trade
between these small masters, and the large shop-keeping masters, not
because they were trade rivals, but because the ease with-which a man
could set up for himself reduced the number of journeymen and led to
increased wages.
The large masters, acting through the Cordwainers* Company, at-

